SOLID SURFACES
IN MARBLE & GRANITE

“reliable suppliers of bespoke solid surfaces to shop fitters”

www.caterhamgranite.com
Tel: 01782 848 283 Fax: 01782 410 908

100%
reliable

coffee shops

“we always deliver
accurately and we are
always on time”

60yrs

pubs, clubs & bars

experience
“over half a century
of working with stone,
marble and granite”

state of
the art

restaurants

hospitality & hotels

machinery
“investment in the very latest
equipment enables us to cut
material to any size or shape”
02

sports & leisure

www.caterhamgranite.com

MARBLE & GRANITE

the finest
suppliers
At Caterham, the highest quality
materials are sourced and imported
from Italy and around the world on a
monthly basis. Thanks to our excellent
relationship with the finest suppliers,
any material that you need is just a few
weeks away.
In addition, we have up to half a million
pounds worth of stock available at all
times. With such a broad selection of
colours, available in both natural and
man-made materials, we have something
to suit every project.

SOLID SURFACES

excellent
logistics

“our central location enables
us to get your product to you
quickly & efficiently”

Coffee shop table, illustrated in White Carrara Marble

big enough
to cope
“amongst the
largest in our
field in the UK”

Tel: 01782 848 283 Fax: 01782 410 908
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continuous
investment
At Caterham we take great pride in
ensuring we always have the right
equipment to handle even the largest
or most complex of jobs.
With the most advanced equipment
in the business, our highly experienced
specialist workforce are fully trained
to operate the latest machinery.
Our recently expanded 50,000sqft
factory has numerous CNC machines,
laser-guided bridgesaws and edgepolishing machines, each one operated
by highly skilled craftsmen.

“our state of the art equipment
ensures that we’ve got the right
machinery to handle even the
largest or most complex of jobs”

SOLID SURFACES
“reliable suppliers of bespoke solid surfaces to shop fitters”

contact us
Whatever your inquiry, please get
in touch and we’ll try to help.

Caterham Marble & Granite
Trentside Business Park,
Campbell Road,
Stoke-on-Trent,
Staffordshire,
ST4 4EU
Tel: 01782

848 283

Fax:

Stoke
- on Trent

M6 Jct.16

A500
A50
A5006

Britannia
Stadium

01782 410 908

e-mail: commercial@caterhamgranite.com

www.caterhamgranite.com
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